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Gyrokinetic field theory
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The Lagrangian formulation of the gyrokinetic theory is generalized in order to describe the
particles’ dynamics, as well as the self-consistent behavior of the electromagnetic fields. The
gyrokinetic equation for the particle distribution function and the gyrokinetic Maxwell’s equations,
for the electromagnetic fields, are both derived from the variational principle for the Lagrangian
consisting of the parts of particles, fields, and their interaction. In this generalized Lagrangian
formulation, the energy conservation property for the total nonlinear gyrokinetic system of
equations is directly shown from Noether’s theorem. This formulation can be utilized in order to
derive the nonlinear gyrokinetic system of equations and the rigorously conserved total energy for
fluctuations with arbitrary frequencies. Simplified gyrokinetic systems of equations with the
conserved energy are obtained from the Lagrangian with the small electron gyroradii,
quasineutrality, and linear polarization–magnetization approximations. ©2000 American Institute
of Physics.@S1070-664X~00!02502-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The gyrokinetic theory1–9 is a basic framework to de
scribe microinstabilities, turbulence, and resultant anoma
transport observed in magnetically confined plasmas. B
equations for the gyrokinetic theory are the gyrokinetic eq
tions for the particle distribution functions and Maxwell
equations for the electromagnetic fields. The gyrokine
theory treats the fluctuations with perpendicular waveleng
on the order of the gyroradiusr and frequencies on the orde
of the diamagnetic frequencyv* ;(r/L)V, and it employs
the ratior/L as the perturbation expansion parameter, wh
L is the equilibrium gradient scale length andV is the gy-
rofrequency.

Two types of methods to derive the gyrokinetic equat
are known. One of them is the recursive technique,1–5 which
is also used for derivation of the drift kinetic equation.10 The
recursive method is combined with the ballooni
representation,11,12 and yields the gyrokinetic equation, i
which the distribution function is separated into equilibriu
and perturbed parts. Another modern derivation is based
the Hamiltonian and Lagrangian formulations.6–9 The result-
ant gyrokinetic equation describes the total distribution fu
tion as an invariant along the particle motion. This formu
tion was first utilized by Littlejohn to derive the equation f
the guiding center motion.13–15There, the motion equation i
derived from the gyrophase-independent Hamiltonian, wh
automatically ensures the conservation of the phase s
volume and the magnetic moment even in the approxim
expressions obtained by truncating the perturbation exp
sion up to the finite order. Also, the Hamiltonian is regard
as the conserved energy for the particle in the static elec
magnetic fields.

In the gyrokinetic theory, the particle Hamiltonian~or
the particle energy! is not an invariant since the fluctuatin
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electromagnetic fields are treated. Instead, the conse
quantity is the total energy of the system, which is given
the sum of the kinetic energy of the particles and the ene
of the electromagnetic fields. However, the proof of the to
energy conservation16 is not trivial in the conventional for-
mulation, where only the particle dynamics are described
the Hamiltonian or Lagrangian. Then, it seems natural t
the formulation should be extended in order to derive g
erning equations for both the particles and the electrom
netic fields from the first principle. The purpose of th
present work is to present such an extended formulation
the gyrokinetic theory.

In this paper, the gyrokinetic equation for the partic
distribution function and the gyrokinetic Maxwell’s equa
tions for the electromagnetic fields are both derived from
variational principle using the Lagrangian, which consists
the parts of the particles, fields, and their interaction. T
generalized Lagrangian includes the single-particle Lagra
ian as a part, which has been used for the conventional
grangian derivation of the gyrokinetic equation. Since all t
governing equations for the system are derived from the g
eralized Lagrangian, we can directly show the conserva
of the total energy of the system with the help of Noethe
theorem.17 This seems to be the most natural and easiest
to prove the energy conservation. The Lagrangian formu
tion given in this work uses the technique of the classi
field theory17,18and is closely related to several works on t
variational ~or action! principle for the Vlasov–Maxwell
equations.19–23In these works, especially, Ye and Kaufman23

treated the Vlasov–Maxwell system with high-frequen
fluctuations and derived similar equations to those which
derived here. However, in Ye and Kaufman,23 the governing
equations for low-frequency gyrokinetic fluctuations are n
explicitly given, and the resultant equations for hig
frequency electromagnetic fluctuations are expressed
terms of the Fourier transform in space and time, which
not suitable for simulating the time evolution of the electr
© 2000 American Institute of Physics
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magnetic fields. The gyrokinetic system of equations
tained here are represented in real space and time, and
their simplified versions in several limiting cases are sho
in detail, which are considered to be significantly useful
numerical simulations of gyrokinetic turbulence in magne
cally confined systems like tokamaks and stellarators.

The variational~or action! principle to yield the govern-
ing equations for the system considered here is written in
well-known form

dI[dE
t1

t2
Ldt50, ~1!

where I is called the action integral andd represents the
variation. The end points for the integral with respect to
time t are fixed tot1 andt2 . The Lagrangian, to describe th
Vlasov–Poisson–Ampe`re system, is written as

L[(
a
E d3x0E d3v0f a~x0 ,v0 ,t0!

3La@xa~x0 ,v0 ,t0 ;t !,va~x0 ,v0 ,t0 ;t !,

ẋa~x0 ,v0 ,t0 ;t !#1L f . ~2!

Here, the single-particle LagrangianLa for speciesa is de-
fined by

La~xa ,va ,ẋa![S mava1
ea

c
A~xa ,t ! D • ẋa

2S 1

2
mauvau21eaf~xa ,t ! D

[pa• ẋa2Ha , ~3!

where pa and Ha represents the canonical momentum a
Hamiltonian for a single particle, respectively, andẋa

[dxa /dt. The field partL f of the Lagrangian in Eq.~1! is
defined by

L f[E
V
d3xLf[

1

8p E
V
d3xS u¹f~x,t !u22u¹3A~x,t !u2

1
2

c
l~x,t !¹•A~x,t ! D , ~4!

which is slightly different from the one found in standa
text books17,18 in that ]A/]t is not contained in Eq.~4!.
Consequently, the variational principle yields Ampe`re’s law
instead of Maxwell’s equation with the displacement curre
It implies that, in the present work as well as in the conve
tional gyrokinetic theory, we do not treat the electromagne
waves with the speed of light. Also,l¹•A is included in Eq.
~4! in order to derive the Coulomb~or transverse! gauge
condition ¹•A50. The variational fieldl plays the role of
the Lagrange undetermined multipliers. In Eq.~1!,
f a(x0 ,v0 ,t0) is the distribution function at an arbitraril
specified initial timet0 , xa(x0 ,v0 ,t0 ;t) and va(x0 ,v0 ,t0 ;t)
represents the position and velocity, respectively, of the p
ticle at the timet, which satisfy the initial conditions

xa~x0 ,v0 ,t0 ;t0!5x0 , va~x0 ,v0 ,t0 ;t0!5v0 . ~5!
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From dI /dxa5dI /dva50, we obtain the nonrelativistic
Newton’s particle motion equations

ẋa5va , mav̇a5eaFE~xa ,t !1
1

c
va3B~xa ,t !G , ~6!

where E52¹f2c21]A/]t and B5¹3A. Equation ~6!
determines the functional forms ofxa(x0 ,v0 ,t0 ;t) and
va(x0 ,v0 ,t0 ;t). Once that they are obtained, the distributi
function f a for the timet is given by

f a~x,v,t !5E d3x0E d3v0d3@x2xa~x0 ,v0 ,t0 ;t !#

3d3@v2va~x0 ,v0 ,t0 ;t !# f a~x0 ,v0 ,t0!. ~7!

Then, we find from Eqs.~6! and ~7! that the distribution
function f a satisfies the Vlasov equation

F ]

]t
1v•¹1

ea

ma
H E~x,t !1

1

c
v3B~x,t !J • ]

]vG f a~x,v,t !50.

~8!

The Coulomb gauge condition¹•A50 is derived from
dI /dl50. FromdI /df50 anddI /dA50, we obtain Pois-
son’s equation

¹2f~x,t !524p(
a

eaE f a~x,v,t !d3v

[24p(
a

eana ~9!

and

¹2A~x,t !2
1

c
¹l~x,t !

52
4p

c (
a

eaE f a~x,v,t !vd3v[2
4p

c
j , ~10!

respectively, wherena and j represent the particle numbe
density for speciesa and the current density, respectivel
The current density~or any vector field! can be written asj
5 jL1 jT , where jL[2(4p)21¹*d3x8(¹8• j )/ux2x8u and
jT[(4p)21¹3(¹3*d3x8 j /ux2x8u) represent the trans
verse ~or solenoidal! and longitudinal ~or irrotational!,
respectively.24 Then, the transverse part of Eq.~10! is written
as Ampère’s law

¹2A~x,t !52
4p

c
jT . ~11!

We can see thatl is unnecessary for determining the dist
bution function and the electromagnetic fields. Thus, E
~8!, ~9!, and ~11! @instead of Eq.~10!# are regarded as th
governing equations for the Vlasov–Poisson–Ampe`re sys-
tem. Using the longitudinal part of Eq.~10!, Poisson’s equa-
tion @Eq. ~9!#, and the charge conservation law obtained fro
the Vlasov equation@Eq. ~8!#, it can be shown that2¹l
524p jL5]EL /]t, where EL52¹f is the longitudinal
part of the electric field. Then, it is confirmed that the fie
equations@Eqs. ~9!–~11!# are the same as those in the Da
win model.25 It is shown from Noether’s theorem~see Ap-
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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pendix! that the governing equations@Eqs.~8!, ~9!, and~11!#
conserve the total energy, which is written as

Etot5(
a
E d3xE d3vf a~x,v,t !F1

2
mauvu21eaf~x,t !G2L f

5(
a
E d3xE d3vf a~x,v,t !

1

2
mauvu2

1
1

8p E d3x~ u¹f~x,t !u21u¹3A~x,t !u2!, ~12!

where the Poisson equation@Eq. ~9!# is also used.
In Sec. II, the gyrocenter coordinates are introduced

represent the total Lagrangian in Eq.~2!, from which the
gyrokinetic Vlasov–Poisson–Ampe`re’s equations are de
rived based on the conventional low-frequency assump
v!V. Herev is the characteristic fluctuation frequency a
V is the particle gyrofrequency. Also, the gyrokinetic ve
sion of the rigorously conserved total energy is shown the

The linear gyrokinetic theory, which can describe flu
tuations with arbitrary frequencies includingv;V, was pre-
sented by Chen and Tsai26,27 based on the recursive metho
Also, recently, the Lagrangian formulation of the linear g
rokinetic theory for arbitrary-frequency fluctuations w
given by H. Qinet al.28–30 In Sec. III, we derive the nonlin-
ear gyrokinetic system of equations with the rigorously co
served total energy for the fluctuations with arbitrary fr
quencies. A similar problem of the high-frequency (v;V)
fluctuations was also treated by Ye and Kaufman.23 How-
ever, they treated the high-frequency fluctuations separa
from the low-frequency fluctuations in the frequency-wav
number representation, while the resultant equations sh
here describe the low-frequency and high-frequency fluc
tions simultaneously in real space and time.

Several limiting cases, in which the gyrokinetic equ
tions are simplified, are considered in Sec. IV. The sm
electron gyroradius limit, the quasineutrality, and the line
polarization-magnetization approximation are treated as
amples. The simplified gyrokinetic system of equations
shown in detail, which can describe the high-frequency e
trostatic plasma fluctuations~such as the ion Bernstei
waves! in the uniform magnetic field.

Finally, conclusions are given in Sec. V. The Append
gives brief explanation of the variational principle and No
ther’s theorem for systems including field variables.

II. LAGRANGIAN FORMULATION FOR THE
GYROKINETIC VLASOV–POISSON–AMPÈ RE
SYSTEM

In this section, the gyrokinetic Vlasov equation, Po
son’s equation, and Ampe`re’s law are all derived by the La
grangian formulation based on the conventional gyrokine
low-frequency (v!V) assumption. Thus, by applyin
Noether’s theorem to the Lagrangian for the whole syste
the total energy conservation for the gyrokinetic system
be proved more directly and easily than in the conventio
gyrokinetic works, where only the gyrokinetic Vlasov equ
tion is derived from the single-particle Lagrangian.6–9,16
Downloaded 03 Apr 2009 to 133.75.139.172. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Following Brizard’s terminology,9 we refer to the single-
particle phase-space variables defined from the equilibr
and perturbed fields as the guiding-center and gyrocenter
ordinates, respectively. The gyrocenter coordinates are u
as independent variables of the particle distribution funct
in the gyrokinetic Vlasov equation. First, we consider t
perturbation expansion of the single-particle Lagrangian
order to define these coordinates.

A. Perturbation expansion of the single-particle
Lagrangian

In the gyrokinetic system, the electromagnetic fields a
the corresponding scalar and vector potentials are assum
consist of the equilibrium and perturbation parts,

E5E0~x!1DE1~x,t !, B5B0~x!1DB1~x,t !,
~13!

f5f0~x!1Df1~x,t !, A5A0~x!1DA1~x,t !.

Here, D represents the order of the perturbation amplitu
which is used as an expansion parameter in the gyrokin
theory. The canonical momentum of a single particle for s
ciesa is written as

pa[mava1
ea

c
~A01DA1![mava01

ea

c
A0 , ~14!

whereA0 andA1 are evaluated at the positionx5xa , and the
zeroth-order particle velocityva0 is defined in terms of the
canonical momentumpa and the zeroth-order vector fieldA0

as va0[ma
21(pa2eaA0 /c). The ~solenoidal! equilibrium

current j0 is related toA0 by ¹2A052(4p/c) j0 , where
¹•A050 is assumed. In the present work, we assume
the equilibrium E3B drift velocity is O(evT), where e
;r/L is the drift ordering parameter andvT is the thermal
velocity. Then, we putE05f050 and considerE1 andf1

to include the fluctuation part as well as the equilibrium p
corresponding to theO(evT) E3B drift velocity. This
causes no inconsistency in the results derived in this wo
@The guiding-center and gyrocenter theories for the case
the O(vT) E3B drift velocity are found in Refs. 14 and
32–36. The extension of the general Lagrangian formulat
in the present work to this largeE3B case is possible al
though it is not treated here for simplicity.# Here, we also
neglect the induction field2]A0 /]t, since it isO(e2) ac-
cording to the conventional transport ordering and its eff
on the fluctuation dynamics is negligible.

Using Eqs.~13! and~14!, the single-particle Lagrangian
defined in Eq.~3! is rewritten as

La5La01DLa11D2La2 , ~15!

with

La05S mava01
ea

c
A0D • ẋa2

1

2
mauva0u2[pa• ẋa2Ha0 ,

~16!

La152eaS f12
1

c
va0•A1D[2eaca[2Ha1 , ~17!

and
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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La252
ea

2

2mac2 uA1u2[2Ha2 , ~18!

whereLan andHan (n50,1,2) denote thenth order single-
particle Lagrangian and Hamiltonian inD for speciesa, re-
spectively. By usingva0 as the zeroth-order variable instea
of va , all the perturbation parts of the Lagrangian given
Eqs.~17! and~18! are confined in the Hamiltonian part, an
they do not depend onẋa . This enables the variable tran
formation from the guiding-center to gyrocenter coordina
to be symplectic, as shown later. The velocity variableva0 is
not used in Brizard’s formulation,9 where the symplectic par
of the Lagrangian is also perturbed. Therefore, definitions
the gyrocenter coordinates given in Sec. II C take sligh
different forms from those in Brizard.9 Velocity variables
similar to va0 are also employed by Hahmet al.8 and by Ye
and Kaufman.23

B. Guiding-center coordinates

The single-particle guiding-center coordinatesZa

5(Za
i ) i 51,...,65(Xa ,Ua ,ma ,ja) for speciesa are defined by

taking account of the equilibrium electromagnetic field
First, we consider the preliminary transformation

~xa ,va0!→za5~za
i ! i 51,...,65~xa ,va0i ,ma0 ,ua!. ~19!

Here,va0i , ma0 , andua are defined by

va0i5va0•b, ma05
mava0'

2

2B0
~20!

and

va0'5va02va0ib52va0'~sinua e11cosua e2!, ~21!

respectively, where (e1 ,e2 ,b[B0 /B0) are unit vectors
which form a right-handed orthogonal system atxa .

In order to remove the gyrophase dependence from
equilibrium partLa0 of the single-particle Lagrangian give
by Eq. ~16!, we introduce the guiding-center transformati
of the phase-space coordinates

za5~xa ,va0i ,ma0 ,ua!→Za5~Xa ,Ua ,ma ,ja!, ~22!

This guiding-center transformation is the near-identity L
transform,14,31

Xa5xa2era01O~e2!, Ua5va0i1O~e!,
~23!

ma5ma01O~e!, ja5ua1O~e!,

wherera0[b3va0 /Va andVa[eaB0 /(mac). Detailed ex-
pressions for theO(e) andO(e2) terms are found in Ref. 14
In terms of the guiding-center coordinates (Xa ,Ua ,ma ,ja),
the LagrangianLa0 is written as

La05e21
ea

c
Aa* ~Xa ,Ua ,ma!•Ẋa

1e
mac

ea
maj̇a2H̄a0~Xa ,Ua ,ma!. ~24!

Here, the definitions ofH̄a0 and Aa* are written, up to the
third lowest order ine, by
Downloaded 03 Apr 2009 to 133.75.139.172. Redistribution subject to AIP
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H̄a0~Xa ,Ua ,ma!5 1
2 mauva0~Za!u2

5 1
2 maUa

21maB0~Xa! ~25!

and

Aa* ~Xa ,Ua ,ma!5A0~Xa!1e
mac

ea
Uab~Xa!

2e2
mac2

ea
2 maW~Xa!, ~26!

respectively, where

va0~Za!5Uab~Xa!2@2maB0~Xa!/ma#1/2@sinja e1~Xa!

1cosja e2~Xa!# ~27!

and

W~Xa!5@¹e1~Xa!#•e2~Xa!

1 1
2 b~Xa!b~Xa!•@¹3b~Xa!#. ~28!

The single-particle Lagrangian in Eq.~24! determines the
symplectic structure, which is represented by the differen
two-form v, and the Hamiltonian flow in the single-particl
phase space.9,31,37 Taking the inverse of the matrix (v i j )
with v i j being the components of the symplectic structurev,
the Poisson brackets for pairs of the guiding-center coo
nates are obtained. Consequently, the nonvanishing Poi
brackets are given by

$Xa ,Xa%5e
c

eaBai*
b3I , ~29!

$Xa ,Ua%5
Ba*

maBai*
, ~30!

$Xa ,ja%5e
c

eaBai*
b3W, ~31!

$Ua ,ja%52
Ba* •W

maBai*
, ~32!

$ja ,ma%5e21
ea

mac
, ~33!

where

Ba* [¹3Aa* , Bai* [Ba* •b, ~34!

andI[e1e11e2e21bb represents the unit dyadic. The qua
tities in the right-hand sides of Eqs.~29!–~32! are evaluated
at Za5(Xa ,Ua ,ma ,ja), and ¹5]/]Xa in Eq. ~34!. It
should be noted that the Poisson bracket$•,•% written here is
relevant to the symplectic structure in the particle pha
space only. The notation$•,•% does not represent the Poisso
bracket in the phase space for the total system, which
quires to treat the electromagnetic fields as part of the ph
space coordinates.

We find from Eqs.~24!, ~25!, and~29!–~33! that, in the
guiding-center coordinatesZa5(Xa ,Ua ,ma ,ja), depen-
dence on the gyrophaseja disappears from the equilibrium
part of the single-particle LagrangianLa0 , HamiltonianH̄a0 ,
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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and the Poisson brackets. Therefore, if there are no pertu
electromagnetic fields, the gyromotion is completely dec
pled from the equations of motion, and the magnetic mom
ma is a constant of motion. However, for the turbulent sy
tem, the gyrophase dependence appears through the p
bation part of the Lagrangian, which is removed by transf
mation from the guiding-center to gyrocenter coordinates
shown in the next subsection.

C. Gyrocenter coordinates

As mentioned at the end of Sec. II. A, owing to the u
of va0 , the perturbations given by Eqs.~17! and~18! change
only the Hamiltonian part of the single-particle Lagrangia
although the other part~or the symplectic part! is not per-
turbed. As shown in Eq.~24!, the symplectic part ofLa0 has
already taken a desired form in the guiding-center coo
nates, which gives the gyrophase-independent Poisson b
ets in Eqs.~29!–~33!. Then, by the gyrocenter transformatio
from the guiding-center to gyrocenter coordinates

Za5~Xa ,Ua ,ma ,ja!→Z̄a5~X̄a ,Ūa ,m̄a ,j̄a!, ~35!

we remove the gyrophase dependence of the pertu
Hamiltonian without changing the symplectic structure or
form of the Poisson brackets for the guiding-center coo
nates. This is done by the symplectic Lie~or canonical!
transform,31 which is associated with appropriate generat
functions @see Eq.~41!#. The resultant expression for th
single-particle Lagrangian in terms of the gyrocenter coo
natesZ̄a5(Z̄a

i ) i 51,...,65(X̄a ,Ūa ,m̄a ,j̄a) is given by

La5La01DLa11D2La2

5e21
ea

c
Aa* ~X̄a ,Ūa ,m̄a!• Ẋ̄a

1e
mac

ea
m̄aj̇̄a2H̄a~X̄a ,Ūa ,m̄a ,t !, ~36!

where Aa* (X̄a ,Ūa ,m̄a) is given by Eq. ~26! with
(Xa ,Ua ,ma) replaced by (X̄a ,Ūa ,m̄a), and the gyrophase
independent Hamiltonian is written up toO(D2) as

H̄a~X̄a ,Ūa ,m̄a ,t !5H̄a01DH̄a11D2H̄a2 . ~37!

The zeroth-order HamiltonianH̄a0(X̄a ,Ūa ,m̄a ,t) is given
by Eq.~25! with (Xa ,Ua ,ma) replaced by (X̄a ,Ūa ,m̄a), and
the first and second-order Hamiltonians are written as

H̄a1~X̄a ,Ūa ,m̄a ,t !

5ea^ca~ Z̄,t !& j̄a

5eaK f1~X̄a1er̄a ,t !2
1

c
va0~ Z̄a!•A1~X̄a1er̄a ,t !L

j̄a

,

~38!

and
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H̄a2~X̄a ,Ūa ,m̄a ,t !5
ea

2

2mac2 ^uA1~X̄a1er̄a ,t !u2& j̄a

2
ea

2
^$S̃a1~ Z̄a ,t !,c̃a~ Z̄a ,t !%& j̄a

,

~39!

respectively, where r̄a5ra0(Z̄a)5b(X̄a)3va0(Z̄a)/
Va(X̄a). Here, the gyrophase-average and gyropha
dependent parts of an arbitrary periodic gyrophase func
Q( j̄a) are defined by

^Q& j̄a
[ R dj̄a

2p
Q~ j̄a! and Q̃[Q2^Q& j̄a

, ~40!

respectively. The Poisson brackets$Z̄i ,Z̄j% for the gyrocenter
coordinates have the same forms as those for the guid
center coordinates, which are given by Eqs.~29!–~33! with

Za5(Xa ,Ua ,ma ,ja) replaced byZ̄a5(X̄a ,Ūa ,m̄a ,j̄a).
The relations of the gyrocenter coordinatesZ̄a

5(X̄a ,Ūa ,m̄a ,j̄a) to the guiding-center coordinatesZa

5(Xa ,Ua ,ma ,ja) are written as

Z̄a5Za1D$S̃a1~Za ,t !,Za%1O~D2!. ~41!

Here, the first-order generating functionS̃a1 is determined as
the solution of

]S̃a1~ Z̄a ,t !

]t

1$S̃a1~ Z̄a ,t !,H̄a0~X̄a ,Ūa ,m̄a ,t !%5eac̃a~ Z̄a ,t !. ~42!

Using the conventional gyrokinetic assumption th
Va

21]/]t5O(e), and neglecting higher order terms ine, Eq.
~42! reduces toe21Va]S̃a1 /]j̄a5eac̃a , the solution of
which is given by

S̃a1~ Z̄a ,t !5e
ea

Va~X̄a!
E c̃a~ Z̄a ,t !dj̄a , ~43!

where the integral constant is determined from the condit

^S̃a1& j̄a
50. @The case, in which the fluctuation frequenci

are allowed to be on the order of the gyrofrequency, is c
sidered in the next section.# Then, we find from Eqs.~41!

and ~43! that X̄a5Xa1O(De,D2). Following Brizard,9 for
the particle positionxa as the argument of the perturbatio
fields, we put xa5X̄a1er̄a by neglectingO(De,D2,e2)
terms. This approximation has already been used to eval
the fluctuationsf1 andA1 at the positionxa in Eqs.~38! and
~39!.

D. Gyrokinetic Vlasov–Poisson–Ampe `re system

Substituting Eq.~36! into Eq.~2!, the Lagrangian for the
gyrokinetic Vlasov–Poisson–Ampe`re system is given by
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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L5(
a
E d6Z̄0 Da~ Z̄0!Fa~ Z̄0 ,t0!

3La@ Z̄a~ Z̄0 ,t0 ;t !,Ż̄a~ Z̄0 ,t0 ;t !,t#

1
1

8p E
V
d3xS D2u¹f1~x!u2

2u¹3@A0~x!1DA1~x,t !#u21D
2

c
l~x,t !¹•A1~x,t ! D ,

~44!

where Z̄0[(X̄0 ,Ū0 ,m̄0 ,j̄0) and *d6Z̄0[*Vd3X̄0

3*2`
` dŪ0*0

`dm̄0*0
2pdj̄0 . The functional form of the single

particle LagrangianLa for speciesa is defined by Eq.~36!.
Here, Da(Z̄0)[Bai* (Z̄0)/ma is the Jacobian,Fa(Z̄0 ,t0) de-
notes the distribution function for speciesa at an arbitrarily
specified initial timet0 , andZ̄a(Z̄0 ,t0 ;t) represents the gy
rocenter coordinates of the particle at the timet, which sat-
isfy the initial condition

Z̄a~ Z̄0 ,t0 ;t0!5Z̄0 . ~45!

Then, the distribution functionFa(Z̄,t) for the timet is de-
termined by

Da~ Z̄!Fa~ Z̄,t !5E d6Z0 Da~ Z̄0!Fa~ Z̄0 ,t0!d6@ Z̄

2Z̄a~ Z̄0 ,t0 ;t !#, ~46!

where d6(Z̄2Z̄a)5d3(X̄2X̄a)d(Ū2Ūa)d(m̄2m̄a)d@j̄

2 j̄a(mod 2p)#.
The gyrocenter motion equations are obtained fr

dI /dZ̄a50 as

dZ̄a

dt
5$Z̄a ,H̄a~ Z̄a ,t !%, ~47!

which are rewritten as

dX̄a

dt
5

1

Bai* F S Ūa1D
ea

ma

]Ca~ Z̄a!

]Ūa

D Ba*

1ecb3S m̄a

ea

¹B01D¹Ca~ Z̄a!D G , ~48!

dŪa

dt
52

Ba*

maBai*
•@m̄a¹B01Dea¹Ca~ Z̄a!#, ~49!

dm̄a

dt
50, ~50!

and

dj̄a

dt
5

Va

e
1W•

dX̄a

dt
1

D

e

ea
2

mac

]Ca~ Z̄a!

]m̄a

, ~51!

where the effects of the fluctuating electromagnetic fields
included in the potentialCa defined by
Downloaded 03 Apr 2009 to 133.75.139.172. Redistribution subject to AIP
re

Ca~ Z̄a!5^ca~ Z̄,t !& j̄a
1DF ea

2mac2 ^uA1~X̄a1er̄a ,t !u2& j̄a

2
1

2
^$S̃a1~ Z̄a ,t !,c̃a~ Z̄a ,t !%& j̄aG . ~52!

Here, the Poisson brackets in Eqs.~29!–~33! and the single-
particle Hamiltonian defined by Eqs.~37!–~39! and ~25! are
used.

Since Eqs.~48!–~50! are independent of the gyrophas
j̄a , it is easily found thatX̄a(Z̄0 ,t0 ;t), Ūa(Z̄0 ,t0 ;t), and
m̄a(Z̄0 ,t0 ;t) are independent of the initial gyrophasej̄0 . The
JacobianDa is also gyrophase-independent. Then, we fi
from Eq.~46! that, if Fa is initially gyrophase-independent,
is gyrophase-independent at any time. Hereafter, we ass
without loss of generality thatFa is gyrophase-independen
]Fa(Z̄,t)/]j̄50. We also obtain the gyrocenter phase-spa
conservation law

]

]Z̄
•@Da~ Z̄!$Z̄,H̄a~ Z̄,t !%#50. ~53!

From Eqs.~46! and ~47!, we have the gyrokinetic Vlasov
equation in the conservation form

]

]t
@Da~ Z̄!Fa~ Z̄,t !#

1
]

]Z̄
•@Da~ Z̄!Fa~ Z̄,t !$Z̄,H̄a~ Z̄,t !%#50, ~54!

which is rewritten with the help of Eq.~53! in the convection
form

F ]

]t
1$Z̄,H̄a~ Z̄,t !%•

]

]Z̄
GFa~ Z̄,t !50. ~55!

The Coulomb gauge condition¹•A150 is derived from
dI /dl50. FromdI /df15dI /dA150, the gyrokinetic Pois-
son’s equation and the gyrokinetic Ampe`re’s law are ob-
tained as

D¹2f1~x,t !524p(
a

eaE d6Z̄Da~ Z̄!

3d3@X̄1er̄a0~ Z̄!2x#@Fa~ Z̄,t !

1D$S̃a1~ Z̄,t !,Fa~ Z̄,t !%#

[24p(
a

eanGa ~56!

and

D¹2A1~x,t !52
4p

c
@~ jG!T~x,t !2 j0~x,t !#, ~57!

respectively, where j052(c/4p)¹2A0 , *d6Z̄
[*Vd3X̄*2`

` dŪ*0
`dm̄*0

2pdj̄, and
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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jG[(
a

eaE d6Z̄Da~ Z̄!d3@X̄1er̄a0~ Z̄!2x#

3S Fva0~ Z̄!2D
ea

mac
A1~X̄1er̄a0~ Z̄!,t !GFa~ Z̄,t !

1Dva0~ Z̄!$S̃a1~ Z̄,t !,Fa~ Z̄,t !% D . ~58!

Here,nGa andjG represent the gyrokinetic expressions of t
density and current, respectively, and (jG)T[(4p)21¹
3(¹3*d3x8 jG /ux2x8u) represents the transverse part
jG . In the same way as in Eq.~11!, the longitudinal part
¹l54p( jG)L is suppressed in Eq.~57! sincel is unneces-
sary for determining the distribution function and the ele
tromagnetic fields. It should be noted that the distribut
function Fa

gc in the guiding-center coordinates is related
the distribution functionFa in the gyrocenter coordinates b
Downloaded 03 Apr 2009 to 133.75.139.172. Redistribution subject to AIP
f

-
n

Fa
gc(Z̄,t)5Fa(Z̄,t)1D$S̃a1(Z̄,t),Fa(Z̄,t)%1O(D2). Thus,

the right-hand sides of Eqs.~56! and ~58! represent the
velocity-space integrals ofFa

gc andvaFa
gc , respectively, with

O(D2) terms neglected. Then, we find that the gyrocen
motion equations@Eqs.~48!–~51!# with Eq. ~52! are accurate
up to O(D2) while the gyrokinetic Poisson–Ampe`re equa-
tions @Eqs. ~56! and ~57!# are accurate up toO(D). This
combination of unbalanced orders of accuracy is a dir
result of the variational principle based on the Lagrang
~44! and is necessary for the existence of the invariant to
energy. Thus, the orders of accuracy for all the govern
equations are determined more systematically in the pre
formulation based on the Lagrangian for the whole syst
than in the conventional gyrokinetic theories based only
the single-particle Lagrangian.

Applying the Noether’s theorem to the Lagrangian
Eq. ~44! @see Eq.~A18! in the Appendix# and using Eq.~56!,
the conserved total energy is given by
nates
be

the
-

EG tot5(
a
E d6Z̄0 Da~ Z̄0!Fa~ Z̄0 ,t0! Ż̄a•

]La~ Z̄a ,Ż̄a ,t !

] Ż̄a

2L

5(
a
E d6Z̄ Da~ Z̄!Fa~ Z̄,t !H̄a~ Z̄,t !2L f

5(
a
E d6Z̄ Da~ Z̄!Fa~ Z̄,t !S 1

2
maFva0~ Z̄!2D

ea

mac
A1~X̄1er̄a0~ Z̄!,t !G 2

1
ea

2

2Va~X̄!
D2F H E ~f̃1!adj̄,~f̃1!aJ

2
1

c2 H E ~v0•A1̃!adj̄,~v0•A1̃!aJ G D 1
1

8p
E

V
d3x~D2u¹f~x,t !u21u¹3@A0~x!1DA1~x,t !#u2!, ~59!

where (f1)a5f1(X̄1er̄a0(Z̄),t) and (v0•A1)a5v0(Z̄)•A1(X̄1er̄a0(Z̄),t). The total energyEG tot in Eq. ~59! contains the
O(D2) terms rewritten by

ea
2

2Va~X̄!
D2F H E ~f̃1!adj̄,~f̃1!aJ 2

1

c2 H E ~v0•A1̃!adj̄,~v0•A1̃!aJ G
5

ea

2
D2H S̃a1~ Z̄,t !,~f̃1!a1

1

c
~v0•A1̃!aJ

5D2H S̃a1~ Z̄,t !,
Va~X̄!

2e

]S̃a1~ Z̄,t !

]j̄
1

ea

c
~v0•A1̃!aJ

.D2H S̃a1~ Z̄,t !,
ea

c
~v0•A1̃!a1

1

2
H S̃a1~ Z̄,t !,

1

2
mauva0~ Z̄!u2J J , ~60!

which coincide with the residual terms occurring in representing the particle kinetic energy in the gyrocenter coordiZ̄
associated with the generating functionS̃a1 .6,7 The energy related to the ion polarization–magnetization is shown to
included in these terms. The conservation of the total energy~59! is a direct result of the Noether’s theorem applied to
Lagrangian~44! while, in the conventional single-particle Lagrangian~or Hamiltonian! gyrokinetic theories, it is more trouble
some to prove the energy conservation directly from the gyrokinetic Vlasov equation and the Poisson–Ampe`re equations.
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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III. GYROKINETIC THEORY FOR ARBITRARY
FREQUENCIES

In this section, the gyrokinetic theory for arbitrary flu
tuation frequencies is presented. The gyrokinetic system
equations derived here are applicable even for studying h
frequency fluctuations in the gyrofrequency range. Sim
high-frequency Vlasov–Maxwell equations were derived
Ye and Kaufman.23 However, they treated the low-frequenc
and high-frequency cases separately, and represented
fluctuating fields in the frequency-wave number space to
rive the high-frequency wave equations~they did not show
the low-frequency wave equations explicitly!. Thus, it is dif-
ficult to obtain the conventional low-frequency gyrokine
Maxwell ~or Poisson–Ampe`re! equations from their high-
frequency wave equations. The arbitrary-frequency gyro
netic Vlasov–Poisson–Ampe`re equations obtained in thi
section can easily reproduce the results in the previous
tion in the low-frequency limit, and they are represented
d
q

ria
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real space and time, which is more suitable for simulat
turbulence in magnetically confined plasmas.

For the case of arbitrary fluctuation frequencies, Eq.~43!
is no longer valid, since the time derivative term in Eq.~42!

can not be neglected. Then, the generating functionS̃a1 is

not determined by the fluctuation fieldc̃a at the instant time

t but takes the form of the time integral ofc̃a . If S̃a1 in the
LagrangianL is regarded as the time integral of the fluctu
tion field, the action integralI contains the double time inte
gral and the conventional variational principle is not app

cable directly. Instead, we regardS̃a1 as an independen
variational field and utilize the method of Lagrange undet
mined multipliers to derive Eq.~42! as a result of the varia
tional principle.

Now, let us write the total Lagrangian for the gyrokinet
Vlasov–Poisson–Ampe`re system with arbitrary-frequenc
fluctuations as
L5(
a
E d6Z̄0 Da~ Z̄0!Fa~ Z̄0 ,t0!La@ Z̄a~ Z̄0 ,t0 ;t !,Ż̄a~ Z̄0 ,t0 ;t !,t#

1
1

8p
E

V
d3xS D2u¹f1~x,t !u22u¹3@A0~x!1DA1~x,t !#u21D

2

c
l~x,t !¹•A1~x,t !D

1(
a
E d6Z̄0 Da~ Z̄0!Fa~ Z̄0 ,t0!E d6Z̄La@ Z̄;X̄a~ Z̄0 ,t0 ;t !,Ūa~ Z̄0 ,t0 ;t !,m̄a~ Z̄0 ,t0 ;t !;t#

3F S ]

]t
1

Va~X̄!

e

]

]j̄
D S̃a1~ Z̄,t !2eac̃a~ Z̄,t !G , ~61!
of
whereLa@ Z̄a ,Ż̄a ,t# is the single-particle Lagrangian define
by Eq. ~36!. It should be noted that the Lagrangian in E
~61! contains the constraint part given byLc

5(a*d6Z̄0Da(Z̄0)Fa(Z̄0 ,t0)*d6Z̄(Lc)a with (Lc)a

5La@ Z̄;X̄a ,Ūa ,m̄a ;t#@(]/]t1e21Va(X̄)]/]j̄)S̃a1(Z̄,t)

2eac̃a(Z̄,t)#. Here, S̃a1 and La(Z̄;X̄a ,Ūa ,m̄a ;t) are re-
garded as new independent variational fields for the va
tional principledI 5d* t1

t2Ldt50. The fieldLa plays the role

of Lagrange undetermined multipliers. Then, fromdI /dLa

50, the constraint onS̃a1 is obtained as

S ]

]t
1

Va~X̄!

e

]

]j̄
D S̃a1~ Z̄,t !5eac̃a~ Z̄,t !, ~62!

which corresponds to Eq.~42! with the time derivative term

retained but highere order terms neglected. FromdI /dS̃a1

50, we have
.

-

S ]

]t
1

Va~X̄!

e

]

]j̄
D La~ Z̄;X̄a ,Ūa ,m̄a ;t !

52
ea

2
^$c̃a~ Z̄a ,t !,d3~X̄a2X̄!d~Ūa2Ū !

3d~m̄a2m̄ !d@ j̄a2 j̄~mod 2p!#% Z̄a
& j̄a

. ~63!

We find from comparison between Eqs.~62! and ~63! that
La can be given by

La~ Z̄;X̄a ,Ūa ,m̄a ;t !

52 1
2 ^$S̃a1~ Z̄a ,t !,d3~X̄a2X̄!

3d~Ūa2Ū !d~m̄a2m̄ !d@ j̄a2 j̄~mod 2p!#% Z̄a
& j̄a

,

~64!

where$•,•% Z̄a
represents the Poisson bracket for functions

the phase-space coordinatesZ̄a ~not of Z̄).
The same form of motion equations as Eqs.~47! are
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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obtained fromdI /dZ̄a50, and the same form of the gyrok
netic Vlasov equation as Eq.~55! is derived. Also, the same
form of gyrokinetic Poisson’s equation and Ampe`re’s law as
Eqs. ~56! and ~57! are derived from dI /df150 and
dI /dA150, respectively, with the help of Eq.~64!. Then, the
gyrokinetic theory for the arbitrary-frequency fluctuations
in
th
e
o
ed
em
or
ly
e
n
o
n

ou

ld
-
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given by the gyrokinetic Vlasov equation@Eq. ~55!#, the gy-
rokinetic Poisson’s equation@Eq. ~56!#, the gyrokinetic Am-
père’s law @Eq. ~57!#, and the generating-function equatio
@Eq. ~62!#.

The conserved total energy derived from the total L
grangian in Eq.~61! is written as
EG tot5(
a
E d6Z̄0 Da~ Z̄0!Fa~ Z̄0 ,t0!F Ż̄a•

]La~ Z̄a ,Ż̄a ,t !

] Ż̄a

1E d6Z̄Ṡ̃a1

]~Lc!a

] Ṡ̃a1

G2L

5(
a
E d6Z̄ Da~ Z̄!Fa~ Z̄,t !F H̄a~ Z̄,t !2

1

2
H S̃a1~ Z̄,t !,

]S̃a1~ Z̄,t !

]t
J G2L f

5(
a
E d6Z̄ Da~ Z̄!Fa~ Z̄,t !S 1

2
maFva0~ Z̄!2D

ea

mac
A1~X̄a1er̄a ,t !G 2

1D2H S̃a1~ Z̄,t !,
Va~X̄!

2e

]S̃a1~ Z̄,t !

]j̄
1

ea

c
~v0•A1̃!aJ D

1
1

8p
E

V
d3x~D2u¹f1~x,t !u21u¹3@A0~x!1DA1~x,t !#u2!, ~65!
-

les
,

where Eqs.~56! and ~62! are also used.

IV. LIMITING CASES

In this section, we consider several limiting cases,
which the gyrokinetic system of equations presented in
foregoing sections can be simplified. It is emphasized h
that all simplifications or approximations should be done
the level of the original total Lagrangian. Once a simplifi
total Lagrangian is specified, a simplified gyrokinetic syst
of equations with the invariant total energy are straightf
wardly derived from it. Therefore, in this section, we main
show the ways of simplifying the total Lagrangian rath
than the resultant simplified gyrokinetic system of equatio
These simplified system of equations, which retain the rig
ous energy conservation, are considered to be useful for
merical simulation of plasma turbulence and anomal
transport.

A. Neglect of W

Neglecting theO(e2) term of Aa* in Eq. ~26! simplifies
the motion equations@Eq. ~48!–~51!#. This corresponds to
puttingW→0, and gives$Xa ,ja%5$Ua ,ja%50 in Eqs.~31!
and ~32!.

In the case of the uniform equilibrium magnetic fie
B05const,W50 is rigorously obtained, and more simplifi
cations of the motion equations are given fromBa* 5B0 and
Bai* 5B0 .
e
re
n

-

r
s.
r-
u-
s

B. Small electron gyroradii

When the electron gyroradii are negligibly small com
pared to the fluctuation scale lengths, we can put

re→0. ~66!

Then, the particle, guiding-center, and gyrocenter variab
for electrons are regarded as equivalent to each otherze

5Ze5Z̄e . The single-electron Lagrangian is given by

Le52
e

c
Ae* ~X̄e ,Ūe ,m̄e!• Ẋ̄e2

mec

e
m̄ej̇̄e

2H̄e~X̄e ,Ūe ,m̄e!, ~67!

where

Ae* ~X̄e ,Ūe ,m̄e!5A0~X̄e!2
mec

e
Ūeb~X̄e!, ~68!

H̄e~X̄e ,Ūe ,m̄e!5
1

2
meŪe

21m̄eB0~X̄e!

2ece~X̄e ,Ūe ,t !

1
e2

2mec
2 uA1~X̄e ,t !u2, ~69!

and
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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ce~X̄e ,Ūe ,t !5f1~X̄e ,t !2ŪeA1i~X̄e ,t !. ~70!

Here, theO(e2) term inAe* is neglected. Here and hereafte
the drift-ordering parametere and the perturbation expansio
parameterD are suppressed in the equations.

C. Quasineutrality

The quasineutrality approximation corresponds to p
ting (1/8p) *Vd3xu¹f(x)u2→0 in the field Lagrangian part
Then, we have

L f52
1

8p E
V
d3xS u¹3@A0~x!1A1~x,t !#u2

2
2

c
l~x,t !¹•A1~x,t ! D . ~71!

Using this field Lagrangian, the left-hand-side ter
¹2f1(x,t) in the gyrokinetic Poisson’s equation@Eq. ~56!#
reduces to the quasineutrality condition(aeanGa50. Under
this approximation, the electric field energ
(1/8p) *Vd3xuf1(x,t)u2 disappears from the total energ
~59! @or Eq. ~65!#.

D. Linear polarization and magnetization

In this and next subsections, the distribution functi
Fa(Z̄,t) is assumed to be given by the sum of a tim
independent equilibrium partFa0(Z̄) and a small deviation
from it. Here,Fa(Z̄,t) andFa0(Z̄) are both independent o
the gyrophasej̄.

The right-hand sides of the gyrokinetic Poisson’s eq
tion @Eq. ~56!# and the gyrokinetic Ampe`re’s law ~57! and
~58! contain the nonlinear polarization-magnetization term
which are given by the Poisson bracket between the ge
ating functionS̃a1 and the distribution functionFa . These
nonlinear polarization-magnetization terms originate fro
the O(D2) terms in the Lagrangian

(
a

ea

2 E d6Z̄0 Da~ Z̄0!Fa~ Z̄0 ,t0!

3^$S̃a1~ Z̄a~ Z̄0 ,t0 ;t !,t !,c̃a~ Z̄a~ Z̄0 ,t0 ;t !,t !% Z̄a
& j̄a

~ for nonlinear polarization–magnetization!. ~72!

The linear polarization—magnetization approximation
done by replacing the above terms in the Lagrangian~44!
with

(
a

ea

2 E d6Z̄0 Da~ Z̄0!Fa0~ Z̄0!

3$S̃a1~ Z̄0 ,t !,c̃a~ Z̄0 ,t !% Z̄0

~ for linear polarization–magnetization!. ~73!

In fact, from the variational principle using the Lagrangi
Downloaded 03 Apr 2009 to 133.75.139.172. Redistribution subject to AIP
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r-

with this replacement for the linear polarization

magnetization, the Poisson bracket terms$S̃a1 ,Fa0% appear

instead of$S̃a1 ,Fa% as the polarization–magnetization term
in the resultant gyrokinetic Poisson’s equation@Eq. ~56!# and
in the gyrokinetic Ampe`re’s law ~57! and ~58!. Also, the

O(D2) part 2 (ea/2) ^$S̃a1 ,c̃a%&j̄a
of the single-particle

Hamiltonian is not involved in the resultant motion equati

@Eq. ~47!#. Thus, the terms associated withS̃a1 disappears
from the gyrokinetic Vlasov equation@Eq. ~55!#. Then, the
O(D2) terms in Eq.~60! are connected not toFa but to Fa0

in the total energy~59!.
The results described above are still valid when the

ear polarization–magnetization approximation is applied
the the arbitrary-frequency case in Sec. III. For that case,
linear polarization–magnetization approximation is done
the Lagrangian~61! by the replacement of Eq.~72! to Eq.
~73! and by replacing the constraint partLc with

Lc
lpm5(

a
E d6Z̄0 Da~ Z̄0!Fa0~ Z̄0!

3E d6Z̄ La~ Z̄;X̄0 ,Ū0 ,m̄0 ;t !

3F S ]

]t
1Va

]

]j̄
D S̃a1~ Z̄,t !2eac̃a~ Z̄,t !G . ~74!

A detailed example of the linear polarization approximati
is given in the next subsection for the electrostatic case.

E. High-frequency electrostatic waves in the uniform
magnetic field

The approximations given in the foregoing subsectio
are applicable to the gyrokinetic theory for arbitrar
frequency fluctuations shown in Sec. III. In this subsectio
we present a simplified gyrokinetic system of equatio
which are valid even for high fluctuation frequencies in t
ion-gyrofrequency range. Here, for simplicity, we consid
only electrostatic fluctuations in the uniform magnetic fie
B05const, although more general cases can be tre
straightforwardly by the formulation given in Sec. III. Th
resultant equations can describe the ion Bernstein waves@In
fact, the rigorous linear dispersion relation for the ion Be
stein waves is immediately derived from the linearized v
sion of Eqs.~78!–~80! and~76!.29,30# We also take the smal
re limit for electrons, and use the linear polarization appro
mation for multispecies ions. Then, the total Lagrangian
written as
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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L5E d6Z̄0 DeFe~ Z̄0 ,t0!F S 2
e

c
A0~X̄e!1meŪebD • Ẋ̄e2

mec

e
m̄ej̇̄e

2S 1

2
meŪe

21m̄eB02ef1~X̄e ,t !D G1 (
a(ions)

E d6Z̄0 DaFa~ Z̄0 ,t0!

3F S ea

c
A0~X̄a!1maŪabD • Ẋ̄a1

mac

ea

m̄aj̇̄a2S 1

2
maŪa

21m̄aB01ea^f1~X̄a1r̄a ,t !& j̄aD G
2 (

a(ions)

ea
2

2mac
E d6Z̄ Da

]Fa0~ Z̄!

]m

]S̃a1~X̄,m̄,j̄,t !

]j̄
f1~X̄1r̄a0~ Z̄!,t !1

1

8p
E

V
d3xu¹f1~x!u2

1 (
a(ions)

E d6Z̄0 DaFa0~ Z̄0!E d3X̄dm̄dj̄ La~X̄,m̄,j̄;X0 ,m0 ;t !

3F S ]

]t
1Va

]

]j̄
D S̃a1~X̄,m̄,j̄,t !2eaf̃a~X̄1r̄a0~ Z̄!,t !G , ~75!
e

ve
e

h-
rm
gy,
where De5B0 /me , Da5B0 /ma , r̄a5ra0(Z̄a), and Z̄a

5(X̄a ,Ūa ,m̄a ,j̄a)5Z̄a(Z̄0 ,t0 ;t). Here, we have used th
linear polarization part of the Lagrangian

2(a(ions)~ea
2/2mac! *d6Z̄ Da@]Fa0~ Z̄!/]m#

3@]S̃a1~X̄,m̄,j̄,t !/]j̄#f1~X̄1r̄a0~ Z̄!,t !

which is a electrostatic version of Eq.~73! with higher
e-order terms neglected.

From dI /dLa50, we obtain

S ]

]t
1Va

]

]j̄
D S̃a1~X̄,m̄,j̄,t !5eaf̃1~X̄1r̄a0~ Z̄!,t ! ~76!

The equation forLa is derived fromdI /dS̃a150, which is
solved with the help of Eq.~76! to give

La~X̄,m̄,j̄;X0 ,m0 ;t !

5
ea

4pmac
d3~X̄2X̄0!

]d~m̄2m̄0!

]m

]S̃a1~X̄,m̄,j̄,t !

]j̄
. ~77!

It should be noted that, in the electrostatic case,S̃a1 andLa

are both independent of the parallel velocity,]S̃a1 /]Ū

5]La /]Ū5]La /]Ū050.
The motion equations for electrons and ions are deri

from dI /dZ̄e5dI /dZ̄a50, and the kinetic equations for th
electron and ion distribution functions are given by

F ]

]t
1S Ūb1

c

B0

b3¹f1~X̄,t !D •¹

1
e

me

b•¹f1~X̄,t !
]

]Ū
GFe~X̄,Ū,m̄,t !50, ~78!

and
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d

F ]

]t
1S Ūb1

c

B0

b3¹^f1~X̄1r̄a0~ Z̄!,t !& j̄D •¹

2
ea

ma
b•¹^f1~X̄1r̄a0~ Z̄!,t !& j̄

]

]Ū
GFa~X̄,Ū,m̄,t !50,

(79)

respectively. FromdI /df150, we obtain the Poisson’s
equation

¹2f~x!54peE d6Z̄ Ded
3~X̄2x!Fe~ Z̄,t !

24p (
a(ions)

eaE d6Z̄ Dad3@X̄1er̄a0~ Z̄!2x#

3FFa~ Z̄,t !1
ea

mac

]Fa0~ Z̄!

]m

]S̃a1~X̄,m̄,j̄,t !

]j̄
G . ~80!

The closed nonlinear gyrokinetic system of equations~78!–
~80! and~76! can describe both the low-frequency and hig
frequency electrostatic plasma fluctuations in the unifo
magnetic fields. They rigorously conserve the total ener
which is given by

EG tot5E d6Z̄ DeFe~ Z̄,t !S 1

2
meŪ

21m̄B0D
1 (

a(ions)
E d6Z̄ DaFFa~ Z̄,t !S 1

2
maŪ21m̄B0D

2
Va

2

2B0

]Fa0~ Z̄!

]m S ]S̃a1~X̄,m̄,j̄,t !

]j̄
D 2G

1
1

8p E
V
d3xu¹f~x!u2. ~81!
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It should be noted that, in deriving the conservation ofEG tot ,
the fluctuations on the boundary surface are assume
make no contribution@see Eqs.~A13! and ~A14! in Appen-
dix#. If there are any external energy sources or sinks,EGtot

is not conserved. WhenFa0 is assumed to take the Maxwel
ian form in the velocity space perpendicular to the magn
field, we can write]Fa0(Z̄)/]m̄52B0Fa0 /Ta with the per-
pendicular temperatureTa .

As shown in Sec. IV C, from the variational princip
using the Lagrangian ~75! with the term
(1/8p) *Vd3xu¹f(x)u2 neglected, the quasineutrality cond
tion @Eq. ~80! with the left-hand side term vanishing# is de-
rived. Then, the electric field energy (1/8p) *Vd3xuf1(x,t)u2

disappears from the total energy~81!.
Further simplification is given by the adiabatic–electr

approximation. That corresponds to the following repla
ment of the electron Lagrangian part in Eq.~75!:

E d6Z̄0 DeFe~ Z̄0 ,t0!Le~ Z̄e ,Ż̄e ,t !

→E
V
d3x ef1~x,t !n0~x!F11

e

2Te~x!
f1~x,t !G

~for adiabatic electrons!, ~82!

wheren0 is the equilibrium electron density andTe is the
equilibrium electron temperature. In fact, it is easily co
firmed that the variational principle for the Lagrangian usi
Eq. ~82! makes changes in the gyrokinetic Poisson’s eq
tion @Eq. ~80!# and in the conserved total energy~81!, which
are written as

E d6Z̄ Ded
3~X̄2x!Fe~ Z̄,t !

→n0~x!F11
e

Te~x!
f1~x,t !G

~adiabatic electron density!, ~83!

and

E d6Z̄ DeFe~ Z̄,t !S 1

2
meŪ

21m̄B0D
→E

V
d3x n0~x!

e2

2Te~x!
uf1~x,t !u2, ~84!

respectively. In this approximation, no equation for the el
tron distribution function like Eq.~78! is derived or required
for the closed system of equations.

The difference between the high-frequency gyrokine
theory and the conventional low-frequency one is that,
the high-frequency case, the generating functionS̃a1 cannot
be determined instantly from the fluctuationf1 due to the
time derivative term retained in Eq.~76!. Let us write the
electrostatic potential in terms of the Fourier compone
with wave number vectorsk
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-

-

c
r

s

f1~x,t !5(
k

fk~ t !eik–x. ~85!

Then, the solution of Eq.~76! is explicitly written as

S̃a1~X̄,m̄,j̄,t !

5(
k

(
nÞ0

eik–X̄ein( j̄2ak)Jn~k'r̄a!

3E
t0

t

dt8e2 inVa(t2t8)fk~ t8!, ~86!

where the initial conditionS̃a1(X̄,m̄,j̄,t0)50 is used. Here,
k5kib2k'(sinak e11cosak e2), r̄a5(c/ea)(2mam̄/
B0)1/2, n561,62,... (nÞ0), and Jn is the nth order
Bessel function. In the low-frequency limit
* t0

t dt8e2 inVa(t2t8)fk(t8) in Eq. ~86! is replaced by

( inVa)21fk(t), which reproduces the generating functio
given by Eq.~43!.

Ye and Kaufman23 transformed the guiding-center coo
dinates to the gyrocenter~oscillation-center in their terminol-
ogy! coordinates only for nonresonant particles. That w
done by using a window function in the frequency-wav
number representation to remove the resonance part from
fluctuating field in the right-hand side of the generating fun
tion equation@Eq. ~76!#. In that case, since the gyrophas
dependent resonance part survives in the Hamiltonian for
motion equations, the magnetic moment is no longer an
variant for the resonant particles, and the gyrophase de
dence of the distribution function must be taken into acco
in their Vlasov equation. In the arbitrary-frequency gyrok
netic theory given by the present work, the guiding-cente
gyrocenter-coordinate transformation is done for all partic
so that the gyrophase dependence does not appear in
resultant gyrokinetic Vlasov equation@Eq. ~55!# where the
magnetic moment is regarded as a constant parameter
seen from Eq.~86!, if the fluctuations have the resonanc
frequenciesv.nVa (n561,62,...), theamplitude of the
generating functionS̃a1 grows, and the deviation of the gy
rocenter coordinates from the guiding-center coordinates
creases. For a turbulent system, where the fluctuations
the resonance frequencies exist only temporarily or r
domly, the generating function given by Eq.~76! is not con-
sidered to increase divergently. Then, the use of the gy
center coordinates for all particles is effective. However
the waves with the resonance frequencies are steadily
duced like in the case of radio-frequency heating, the gen
ating function diverges and the gyrocenter coordinates
not valid for the resonant particles. In such a case, the di
gence at the resonance frequencies can be avoided in the
space and time representation by performing the follow
replacement in the generating function equation@Eq. ~76!#
and the Lagrangian~75!

f̃1→f̃1
non–res[f̃12f̃1

res

[f̃1F12K wS S ]

]t
1Va

]

]j̄
D ln f̃1D L

j̄
G , ~87!
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wheref̃1
res andf̃1

non–resrepresent the resonance and nonre
nance parts off̃1 , respectively. Here,w corresponds to the
window function by Ye and Kaufman23 although it is now
used in the real space and time representation. The defin
of w is as follows. In the regionuxu,n, w(x).1 and
w(0)51 while w(x).0 for uxu.n, where 0,n!Va . Ac-
companied with the replacement shown by Eq.~87!, we must
add the resonance potentialeaf̃1

res to the single-particle
Hamiltonian. Therefore, the Hamiltonian acquires the g
rophase dependence and the magnetic moment can ch
due to the resonance. In this case, using the Lagrangian
these changes in Eq.~75!, the ion gyrokinetic equation@Eq.
~79!# and the gyrokinetic Poisson’s equation@Eq. ~80!# are
modified as well as the generating function equation~76!.
The treatment of the resonance shown here can be exte
straightforwardly to the more general case in Sec. III.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, the Lagrangian variational principle is pr
sented to derive the nonlinear gyrokinetic Vlasov–Poisso
Ampère equations, and the rigorously conserved total ene
for them is directly derived from the Noether’s theorem. T
nonlinear gyrokinetic system of equations and the conser
energy for the case of arbitrary fluctuation frequencies
also shown. The high-frequency properties of the fluct
tions are included in the generating functions for t
gyrocenter-variable transformation.

Several limiting cases are considered, in which the
rokinetic equations are simplified and more easily tracta
for numerical simulation. The small electron gyroradi
limit, the quasineutrality, and the linear polarization
magnetization approximation are treated as examples. Al
simplifications, which are applicable to the arbitrary fluctu
tion frequency case as well, are done on the level of
original Lagrangian. Then, the variational principle au
matically yields the simplified gyrokinetic equations for th
particles ~or the distribution functions! and the fields, for
which a corresponding conserved energy exists. The sim
fied gyrokinetic system of equations are written in detail
describe the high-frequency electrostatic plasma fluctuat
in the uniform magnetic field. They are useful for studyi
the fluctuations in the ion-gyrofrequency range.
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APPENDIX: VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE AND
NOETHER’S THEOREM

In this Appendix, the Lagrangian variational princip
and the Noether’s theorem are briefly explained in a pa
modified way from the standard text books.17,18 The action
integral is given by

I 5E
t1

t2
Ldt. ~A1!

The total LagrangiansL considered in this work are all writ
ten in the form,

L5L@~ha!,~ ḣa!#, ~A2!

where the field variablesha are functions of (xa ,t), a is a
label to specify the field, and•5]/]t is the time derivative.
Here, xa denotes a l a-dimensional vector variable,xa

5(xa1 ,...,xa l a
). When l a50, ha represents a function o

the time t alone as seen in the case of the single-part
Lagrangian. The electromagnetic potential fieldsf(x,t) and
A(x,t) correspond toha with l a53. Also, l a56 is given for
xa(x0 ,v0 ,t0 ;t) ~wheret0 is a fixed parameter! in Eq. ~2!, and
l a511 for La in Eq. ~61!.

The LagrangianL is a functional of the fields~or
xa-functions! ha and ḣa . We note that the part of the La
grangian associated withha andḣa for specifieda are writ-
ten in the form

La~ha ,ḣa!

5E dl axaLa@ha~xa ,t !,ḣa~xa ,t !,¹aha~xa ,t !,...#,

~A3!

where ¹a5]/]xa , and ¯ represents possible depen
encies onxa and on the other fieldshb (bÞa). For
example, in the case of Eq.~2!, La(xa ,ẋa)5 f a(x0 ,v0 ,
t0)@(mava2(ea /c)A(xa ,t))• ẋa2eaf(xa ,t)# and Lf

5 (1/8p) u¹f(x,t)u2 2ea*d3x0*d3v0 f a(x0 , v0 , t0)f(x, t)
d3(x2xa). In this case,La andLf share a part of each othe
Thus, as shown by this example, we generally haveL
Þ(aLa .

The variational principle is written as

dI 5(
a

E
t1

t2
dtE dl axaF ]La

]ha

2
]

]t
S ]La

]ḣa
D

2¹a•S ]La

]¹aha
D Gdha50, ~A4!

where the variationdha(xa ,t) is taken to be zero at the
temporal endpointst1 and t2 as well as on the boundar
surface of the integral*dl axa . We obtain from Eq.~A4! the
Euler–Lagrange equations

dI

dha

[
]La

]ha

2
]

]t
S ]La

]ḣa
D 2¹a•S ]La

]¹aha
D 50. ~A5!

Next, let us consider the following infinitesimal transfo
mations oft, xa , andha(xa ,t) simultaneously:
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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t→t85t1dt,

xa→xa85xa1dxa , ~A6!

ha~xa ,t !→ha8 ~xa8 ,t8!5ha~xa ,t !1dha~xa ,t !.

Here, dt and dxa are generally functions of (xa ,t), and
dha(xa ,t) consists of the variations in the functional for
of ha and in the variables (xa ,t),

dha~xa ,t !5 d̄ha~xa ,t !1dt ḣa1dxa•¹aha , ~A7!

where O(d2) terms are neglected, andd̄ha(xa ,t)
5ha8 (xa ,t)2ha(xa ,t). The infinitesimal transformations in
Eq. ~A6! also causes the variation in the action integral

I→I 85E
t18

t28L8dt8, ~A8!

where, as in Eq.~A3!, the part ofL8 associated withha8 and
ḣa85]ha8 /]t8 for specifieda is given by

La85E dl axa8La@ha8 ~xa8 ,t8!,ḣa8 ~xa8 ,t8!,¹a8ha8 ~xa8 ,t8!,...#.

~A9!

Using the Euler–Lagrange equation@Eq. ~A5!#, the variation
in the action integral under the transformations in Eq.~A6! is
written as

dI 5I 82I 52E
t1

t2
dtFdG

dt
1(

a
E dl axa¹a•JaG , ~A10!

where

G5dtS (
a

E dl axaḣa

]La

]ḣa

2L D
1(

a
E dl axaS dxa•¹aha

]La

]ḣa

2dha

]La

]ḣa
D ~A11!

and

Ja5dt ḣa

]La

]¹aha
1dxa•¹aha

]La

]¹aha

2dxaLa2dha

]La

]¹aha
. ~A12!

When the action integralI is invariant under the transforma
tions in Eq.~A6!, we obtain from Eq.~A10! with arbitrari-
ness oft1 and t2

dG

dt
1(

a
E dl axa¹a•Ja50, ~A13!

which is the main conclusion of the Noether’s theorem. IfJa

vanish on the boundaries of the integral regions*dl axa , G is
conserved
Downloaded 03 Apr 2009 to 133.75.139.172. Redistribution subject to AIP
dG

dt
50. ~A14!

The Noether’s theorem is widely applicable to derivati
of the conservation laws. For example, whenLa is indepen-
dent of ha for a5ā, the action integralI is obviously in-
variant under the transform given by

dt50, dxa50, dha5edaā , ~A15!

wheree is an infinitesimal constant parameter. Then, we fi
from Eqs.~A11! and ~A14! that

E dl āxā

]Lā

]ḣ ā

5const. ~A16!

The conservation of the magnetic moment for the gyropha
independent Lagrangian is regarded as a special case o
example.

The total Lagrangians considered in this work have
explicit time dependence, which means that their time dep
dencies are only through the functionsha(xa ,t). Thus, the
action integralI is invariant under the infinitesimal transfo
mation given by

dt5e, dxa50, dha50. ~A17!

Then, from Eqs.~A11! and~A14! we immediately obtain the
total energy conservation

Etot[(
a

E dl axaḣa

]La

]ḣa

2L5const. ~A18!
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